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A brief of Company: It's a Five year old company catering the Educational segment by providing
technology product / service. The company is well known name in Bangalore as demographic area among
the education fraternity.
Goal: Though have been in market for 5 years had been in negative revenues for all the years. Need to
increase revenue and improve the Bottom line.
Obstacles:
· Revenue cash low was uneven due to payment cycle being quarterly
· Financial Spike and Turfs across the year
· Absence of professional sales team
· No sales or sales strategy in place
· Financial low hiring new sales team was not possible
· Pre sales and Post sales process was not designed
Model of sales Strategy: The uniqueness of the company and its culture was such that it couldn't get
adapted to well proved sales model hence unique way of working was to be designed.
Physiological Barriers: The employees were not from corporate background, the staﬀ was working
together for all the ive years, and it was more like family outing of work.
Management Team: The team had lived together and was habituated to slow growth of revenue with no
targets and no pressure for reaching targets and at same time lacked incentivizing for performances.
Process: After having gone through in understanding the management vision and employees.
Understanding of the market and segmentation of the clients and target process was started which was
made in Three Phase
Phase1: Setting the Pre Sales
As the client was in Educational segment, the irst was to get database of educational institutions
available. The process of generating the database was put into process. Wherein one-person job was to
pull data from Internet and collect data of educational institutions.
The data collected was put for scrutiny and validation where in one person would call up the institution
and verify the details along with ixing appointments for sales person. The challenge was designing the
script on which the Telesales would talk and engage the educational institution head and also give brief
about the service and collecting information of competitor in case if the educational institutions were
using any other service.
The sales team would go meet the educational decision maker and provide details of service; they were
not authorized to provide cost of service. The teaching the team and changing attitude went a long way in
changing the way to sell was by telling and not selling. As the team had no prior experience of corporate
sales where in lot of process were taught, here the team lacked hence motivational videos were shown
and the thought process of handling NO from client was converted to NEXT OPPORTUNITY.
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Phase 2: Providing low cost marketing support
The data collected was designed in such a way that all information pertaining to the institution would be
taken at one go. The email id's of the principal or the decision maker were taken, where in email
communication was sent once a week and the mobile phone numbers collected were used for sending
oﬀer messages.
Phase 3: Sales Strategy for conversion
The irst aspect that was designed was covering as much as possible educational institutions in a day
hence the movement was designed area wise. The hour wise planning was brought in to ensure no
wasting of time was done at client place.
Every step of sales was analyzed keeping in mind the people and there behavior as the resistance was too
heavy from educational institutions for changing there old ways and getting used to technology
The identifying of decision maker was crucial as there are many gatekeepers in educational institution
when it is inancial implication. The psychology of every step from security guard to reaching decision
maker was understood and process was designed
The factors which helped in conversion was pitching same area educational institute which acted as
competitor having advantage and the usage of the service how it helped in increasing the admission and
its image as techno savvy educational institute
Targets were brought in and pressure was built to give sense of seriousness along with incentivizing with
client conversion with a cake and tickets to movies, giving thought process of various aspects such as how
to engage the decision maker, it shouldn't just be selling it should be telling giving examples and also
changes in society were used to substantiate the change required from moving from traditional methods
to technology
The other hurdle was the cost factor which was highest in pricing when compared to other competitors, it
was not about discounting factors, it was about making the decision maker feel that every penny was
worth as it.
Post Sales:
The handing over of client from sales conversion to implementation of service was the biggest challenge
as the backend team that would interact with client were the data entry people who had limited
understanding of the client.
Project Management Of ice was created with the complete bible of steps to be taken along with roles and
responsibilities were laid out to ensure that client shouldn't be left with dual mind. The relation team was
created to meet and greet the client and provide with induction of services that would be oﬀered and how
it would bene it.
To ensure that actual payers of the service parents were also given training about the bene its of the
service and the role it would play in helping their ward improve the performance.
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The academic staﬀ also trained to understand the service and how it would help them in reducing their
mundane job and improving their methodology of teaching and giving more time towards the academics
The initiatives that were started are wishing the decision maker on Birthday's, Interaction with principal
by understanding the nature and behavior of the principal. Understanding the urgency of the
communication. Process of Responding rather than Reacting was brought in
Results:
·
·
·
·
·

Increase of clients in three folds
Increase of revenue by six folds
Increase of sales team
Increase in penetration to new markets
Increase in man power

Duration: Time taken to bring the complete change was 24 Months

